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DIESEL / ELECTRIC DRIVEN FIRE - FIGHTING SETS

DIGITAL VOLTAGE 
PROTECTION UNIT 
WITH MICRO  
PROCESSOR

17. Low tensionwarning light of L3 Phase. 
(Low tension warning light of L3-1 when the measurement between Phase-Phase is selected. )
18. High Tension warning light og L3 Phase. 
(Low tension warning light of L3-1 when the measurement between Phase-Phase is selected.)
19. Low tension warning light of L2 Phase.
(Low tension warning light of L2-3 when the measurement between Phase –Phase is selected. )
20. High tension  warning light of L2 Phase. 
(Low tension warning light of L2-3 when the measurement between Phase-Phase is selected.)
21. Low tension warning light of L1 Phase.
(Low Tension warning light of L1-2 when the measurement between Phase-Phase is selected. )
22. High tension warning light of L1 Phase. ;
(Phase tension warning light of L1-2 when the measurement between Phase-Phase is selected. ) 
23. VL-N light. It determines that the tension shown at the 1st,2nd and 3 rd Displays belongs to the measurement between Phase-Neutral. 
24. VL_L light. It determines that the tension shown at the 1st,2nd and 3 rd Displays belongs to the measurement between Phase-Phase. At this position; 
1st display measures between L-2,2 nd Display measures between L2-3,3rd Display measures between L3-2 phases. 

WIDE MODEL SERIES 
More than 200 standart model, single phase from 1 kVA to 400 kVA, three phase is 3 kVA to 1200 kVA. 
 
VOLTAGE FIELD
In standard models, single phase is 150-250 Volt entry, 220 Volt  output. Three phase is 275-450 Volt input,380 output. Volt. 

REGULATION SPEED 
The regulation speed fort he standart models is (average) 80 Volt/Second, for large Powers is 40-60 Volt/Second. 
 
OUTPUT REGULATION 
Within the regülatör capacity in the loadings from 0 to maximum and in the voltage changes under loading, it doesn’t make  
undulation and it doesn’t ruin  the network frequency, The output is full sinusoidal and sensitivity can be set between 1%  
and 5% As long as it is kept within the regulator’s  kVA limits, the power factor of the load is not important. 
 
MECHANICAL CONSTRUCTION 
Because the whole of the models ae produced as heavy industry type, they are used in every field. By its roller brush cooler system, 
 the burning of the coal and the abrasions are protevted. The brushes do not make spark during regulation.

HIGH EFFICIENCY
It has higher efficicency than 97% average. Because the KZ POWER Regulators are produced with high quality metal sheet with  
silicon and electro liquid copper, the loss of the emptiness is minimum.
 
OPERATION TEMPERATURE
In the closed areas it is from -10C  to +40C and in the places above 40C the extra air ought to be cooled or the regulators ought  
to be kept under their capacity. The regulators must not be used in overly humid and acid environments. 
 
OVER VOLTAGE PROTECTION UNIT : (Attached on per order)
1. In the voltages that are over the regülatör voltage capacity;
2. When the regülatör is in cicuit , in low voltages, in case the network voltage is cut off and a higher voltage comes in again;
3. İn case the regülatör is operated in a dirty environment and goes out of order by being neglect or gives irregular voltage, it  
cuts off the output voltage of the regülatör fot 5 seconds, gives output when the regulation is completed. In case  of failure it  
does not give output and you ought to use the network. 
 
PHASE PROTECTION UNIT
In three phase regulators when one of three phase is cut off, it turns off the output and when the phase comes, it is put into  
use Automatically and gives output. 

1. Phase Exitence Lights.
If all of the ohases are attached and the phase order is correct these lights are put on. 
When the phase order warning function is open and the phase order is reverse these 
lights flash. 
2. The kV light of the 1st Display
As long as is not on the tension unit in the 1st Display V is kV while bening on.
3. The Display of L1 Phase.
While the distance between Phase-Neutral is being measured it shows the tension of 
the L! Phase, while the distance between Phase –phase is being measured it shows the 
tension  between L1-2. 
4. kV light of the 2nd Display.
As long as it is not on the tension unit of the 2nd Display is V, when it is on it is kV. 
5. The display of the L2 phase.
While measuring between Phase-Neutral is shows the tension of the L2 Phase, while 
measuring between Phase-Phase it shows the tension between L2-3. 
6. kV light of the 3rd Display.
As long as it can not be on the tension unit in the 3rd display is V, when it is on it is kV.
7. The Display of L3 Phase 
While measuring between Phase-Neutral it shows the L3 Phase tension, While measuring 
between Phase-phase it shows the tension between L3-L1. 
8. Frequency Display (Frequency is measured from L1 Phase)
9. The light of the 2nd Warning relay
(It is on when the ralay is pulled) If there is one of of the high tension and the high 
frequency applications the light is off. (Relay puts off)
10. The light of the 1st Warning relay
(It is on when the relay is pulled) If there is one of the high efficiency and the high 
frequency the light is off. (Relay puts off)
11. Low frequency warning light.
13. ESC key 
Key to quit menus.
At the measuring position the measures between Phase-Neutral and Phase-Phase are 
used for passing.
14. Downward movement key. 
15. Set key. Menu enter and value enter key.
16. Upwards movement key. 



DIESEL / ELECTRIC DRIVEN FIRE - FIGHTING SETSTHREE PHASE REGULATORS
TECHNICAL  SPECIFICATIONS

Input Voltage
Output Voltage
Input Frequency
Output Sensetivitiy
Voltage Change Speed
Productivity
Working Environment Temperature

: 275-450VAC 
: 380V
: 50Hz 
: <1,5%
: 120V/sn.
: %98 
: 0oC +55oC

USAGE AREAS 
Computers

Industrial Products

Entire labs where Electric and 

Electronic Devices Exist

CNC Set Tools

Automatic Welding Machines

Wired and Unwired Communication Tools

Electric and Electronic Medical Devices

Sensetive Devices of Photography Studios

Press Machines and Sensetive 

Electronic Typesetting Machines

Radio, Television Transmitter Stations

 THE SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM OF THREE PHASE STABILIZER

3 kVA
6 kVA

10.5 kVA
15 kVA

22.5 kVA
30 kVA
45 kVA
60 kVA
75 kVA
100 kVA
120 kVA
150 kVA

STR003
STR006 

STR010.5
STR015

STR022.5 
STR030
STR045
STR060
STR075
STR0100
STR120
STR150

600
600
500
400
400
400
400
550
550
550
550
650

390
390
370
600
600
600
650
900
900
900
900
925

300
300
900
1130
1130
1130
126
1360
1360
1360
1360
1400

55
60
100
155
181
205
275
377
410
505
545
625

POWER

Required voltages are produced on order

CODE
400/230V

L W H

WEIGHT  
(kg.)

3kVA - 6kVA

15kVA - 45kVA 60kVA - 150kVA

200kVA - 1000kVA
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